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K. Nordsieck
Optics

• Lens fabrication progress (Janos Technology)
- Good news: 5 lenses have been delivered, 2 are in final checking, 3 are in final polishing,

2and 4 are generated.  All CaF  and the camera NaCl lens have been generated.
- Bad news (1): the collimator NaCl blank and the NaCl spare have fractured in generation. 

One was due to a (known) crystal dislocation, the other accidental.  We are looking at
purchasing 4 new blanks from Thermal Hilger (~$4000).  Assuming 8 weeks blank
fabrication and testing, and 6 weeks lens fabrication, and also assuming that we can go
ahead with the collimator pickup fabrication and the coating of the other collimator
lenses independent of the NaCl lens, there is no effect on the overall optics schedule,
since the NaCl does not require coating, unlike any of the other lenses.  The new NaCl
blanks can also be used to replace the camera NaCl lens in case of mishap in further
processing, and the unused ones can be resold.

- Bad news (2): Janos mistakenly went ahead and fabricated the collimator pickup (O-L3)
and started the camera pickup (A-L6), instead of waiting for final fabrication data on the
other lenses.  An alternate collimator pickup lens (O-L4) has just been ground to a
cylinder, so it  can be used if the central thickness does not need to increase;
alternatively, the already fabricated pickup lens (O-L3) could be ground down.  We will
know in a week if this will work.  If so, as seems likely, there is no schedule impact; if
not, we will need a replacement fused quartz blank, for a delay of approximately 4
weeks.  For the camera, we will not know if the partially figured pickup (A-L6) can be
used until the asphere arrives in September.  We will go ahead and buy a spare fused
silica blank ($1200) in the event that it cannot be used, so there will be no schedule
impact in any case. There will be no charge from Janos for the NaCl and pickup rework.

• Asphere progress (Coastal Optics):
- Null lens in process (being polished)
- Metal cell completed and inspected.  Cell went a little out of tolerance on circularity in

anodizing.  Still evaluating options. 
- Aspheric blank will be pre-shaped in the next two weeks.  More schedule information will

be available once we pass this step. 

• Bids have been received from the lens coatings RFP.  As expected, Cleveland Crystals bid for
the solgel and Spectrum Thin Films for the multilayers.  The total price is $4000 - $7000 larger
than the preliminary quotes, depending on whether the collimator and camera optics are coated
at the same time.  Most important, the delivery time for the solgel has increased from 8 to 12
weeks, which brings optics back into the critical path.  Judicious juggling of the integration and
testing schedule brings the PFIS delivery date back to the date described in Quarterly Report, but
with no slack for either optics or structure.
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• We have analyzed the sensitivity of the PFIS imaging to transient thermal effects (per CDR
Panel Action Item 3.6).  An absolute worst case lens temperature nonuniformity was calculated
based on the maximum 1.5 deg/hr temperature change over 12 hours, with no air circulation. 
After refocus, the ZEMAX merit function increased by 1.8% over that obtained with a uniform
temperature equal to the mean temperature of the lenses.  Given that this is well within the
imaging error budget, and is an extreme case, we feel that it is not necessary to implement a
circulated air system within the lens tubes to improve isothermality.

• Optomechanical progress (Alan Schier): The detailed model of the collimator is complete with
the exception of some parts of the last (doublet) group.  That means that all the parts are in the
model and they are of the correct size and configuration. The outlook is to have the detailed
model of the entire design complete in about another 10 days.  I expect another 10 days after that
to extract the drawings from the model and dimension and tolerance them.  The drawing package
will be complete enough at that point to put it out for bid.  

2• Two spare large CaF  blanks for the collimator and camera have been delivered and accepted. 

2Since all CaF  lenses have now been successfully generated, the likelihood that they will be
required is much reduced.  We need to decide when they are truly no longer needed (after
coating?, assembly? PFIS delivery? never- delivered as part of PFIS?), so that they can be put on
the market, for a potential $30,000 savings to the project.

• Sent out the RFP for the slitmask cutter (bids due 25 Aug).

• Finished writing v1.0 of Observer's Guide.  See http://www.sal.wisc.edu/~ebb/pfis/observer.
This includes a java applet for calculating VPH spectroscopy coverage,  resolution, slit
throughput, and efficiency.

• Continued developing the alignment procedure and calibration setup 

• Started prototyping longslits: We are looking into in-house solution first, involving relieving of
aluminum or stainless steel blanks to 100 - 200 microns thick over a small area, polishing them,
and finishing the slits with the slitmask cutter. 

• Karl Lambrecht (beamsplitter) progress:
- More UV grade calcite is being obtained to replace the low-transmission blanks.
- With Alan Schier, we continue to work on the design for the prism holder.  Lambrecht has

sent Alan one of the low-throughput blanks to be used in testing the effective strength of
the material and its compatibility with the lens fluid and RTV.

- We have sent an RFQ to Spectrum Thin Films for a multilayer broadband AR coating for
the calcite

• We continue to discuss VPH grating specifications with the vendors.  KOSI has now definitely
expressed interest in bidding, and says they will be able to deliver before the end of the year. 
They brought up a number of technical points, including some doubt on the transmission of the
DCG at 350 nm and below.  They will obtain some data.  Given that there are now two possibly
competitive bidders, Wasatch and KOSI (CSL Belgium is much too expensive), we will now bid
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the VPH gratings as an official RFP.

• No progress can be reported on the slitviewer optics.  We are still awaiting approval by the
SALT team of the current design and layout.

Mechanical 

• Structure:
- Rutgers has started fabrication of the invar base ring and fixturing. They are aiming for

completion by end of 2003.  An increase of  ~$14,000 (base) in the Rutgers total budget
is now seen, due mostly to an addition of manpower, some of it overtime, to insure a
timely delivery of the structure, a critical path item.

- Flat stock Invar is ordered and expected next week

• Mechanisms:
- Slitmask: The mechanism has been assembled and tested as much as it can be without

being wired up - the electrical system is being assembled so we can proceed. The
pneumatics work well. 

- Articulation, and Grating: Design Concepts have detailed the weldments and will produce
drawings in the next week 

- Waveplate: Parts being machined. Major COTS parts have been ordered.
- Etalons - Continuing to work with Rutgers on the position of the nests. 

 
• Electronics boxes: Main plates are machined and ready to be populated with electronics. 
Finalizing the design for the box frame and cover. 

Control

• Star Tracker: finished preparations for remote software updates:  We can update the  ST5000
over LAN via ftp.  Prepared export documents, will get quote for shipping via air.  We need to
go to the roof for sky observations one more time to verify sensitivity.

• Continued procurement  of motors, drivers, and electronics.  Continued update of parts data
bases and wiring data base.

 • Held a final review of control system wiring diagrams. Custom boards have been released for
manufacture.

• Continued work on the electronics box layouts.

• Finished the definition document for the PI Planning Tool (SALT-3172AE0001, under
"Operations" in http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/docs/html/documents.html)
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Management

• Redesigned schedule, worked on space and facilities issues (storage,  fabrication areas, etc)

• Produced the Quarterly Report.

Etalons (Ted Williams and Chuck Joseph) 

• The polishing of the etalons is back on track after a hiatus caused by problems with the
polishers.  The final polishing is being completed for the first etalon and its shipment for
coatings is expected this week.  ICOS had to exercise extra care during the final polishing to
insure that thermal distortions were not introduced because the air conditioner was working
excessively as the result of a heat wave in England. After the etalon components are coated, a
flatness test will be conducted because the coating temperatures are sufficiently high to alter the
surface shape slightly.  We currently are expecting delivery of the first etalon in mid-September.

• Test preparations are continuing for a rapid turn around once the etalons arrive at Rutgers.  We
are continuing our tests on the ARIES etalons and filters.  We have machined the holding
fixtures necessary to accommodate SALT's larger etalons into our test apparatus.  We are
currently converting the lab test setup to this larger apparatus for SALT.  We will run some
additional tests with the ARIES etalons and filters to verify the alignment of the SALT test set
up.

• Williams has completed the LabView software (VI Interface) to operate the etalons, except for
performing test verification.  He still has to adapt analytical FORTRAN code to the SALT
format.

• The Festo slide mechanisms have arrived at Rutgers.  We have in hand some of the design
drawings for the etalon insertion mechanism, and these have been given to our machine shop. 
We are in the process of cutting metal.  A few details between the overall PFIS structure and our
etalon insertion mechanism are expected to be completed shortly, completing the design.

• Two issues currently being worked are: 1) our requirements for putting the etalon controllers in
the  Top Hex Igloo, and 2) electrical and pneumatic interfaces between the overall PFIS
instrument and our subsystem.

Detectors (Darragh O'Donoghue)

• Electronics:  The Cryotiger has been ordered - delivery mid Sept.

• The feasibility of using a flexible PCB inside the cryostat is being  investigated and the PFIS
preamp PCB design is in progress. 
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• Mosaicing system:
- To date 5 meetings have been held to review the mosaicing system design, the CCD

handling procedure during mosaicing, special tools required and the storage requirements
for the stud and shim set and the mosaiced CCDs.

- All the components except for the calibration flat and 45 degree mirror have arrived.
Testing and integration of the XY system, displacement sensor and camera system for
offset/rotation setting has begun.  Data capture and analysis programs have been started.
Manufacture of the mosaicing station has started. 

• Mechanical: We are machining components of the PFIS cryostat:
- The cryostat housing has been rough cut and is due to be completed over the course of next

week.
- The cryostat lid is being finished at present.
- The smaller components like the clams and mountings will be machined in the next two

weeks.
- The cold plate will be sent out for wire cutting during this week. Wire cutting has a 1 week

lead time from receipt of material. 
- The cold plate will then be sent to escape gauges to be precision ground. The lead time on

that is six to eight weeks. So the cold plate is expected in mid September.
- The dummy cold plate has been manufactured already.

Activities for the next month

• Optics
- Work on Commissioning Science Plan
- Work on design for dolly/wedge
- Continue longslit work
- Calibration setup design: Order fiber-optic backlight; catalog equipment available at SAL;

catalog equipment needed to purchase
- re-quote and purchase the slitviewer optics (pending go ahead from SALT) 
- monitor lens fabrication
- order replacement NaCl and fused silica blanks
- issue RFP for VPH gratings and RFQ for SR grating

• Mechanical
- Structure fabrication at Rutgers - work with them to ensure smooth progress 
- Live test of slitmask mechanism 
- Start assembly of waveplate mechanism 
- Oversee rest of electronics box design and fabrication 
- Send drawings of remaining mechanisms out to machine shop. Work with Design Concepts

to complete weldment drawings 
- Work on dolly concept 
- Put Rutgers etalon nests into PFIS model to check clearances 
- Finalize design of the guider mount/field lens mount 
- Start work to modify fold mirror holder design (mass reduction).
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• Control
- Finish 1st draft of data interfaces (CCD, TCS, and PFIS data clusters). 
- Continue electronics box detailed designs.
- Start prototyping the PI Planning Tool.

•  Fabry-Perot
- Prepare for rapid turn around of the test results of etalon #1.
- Define interface to the Top Hex Igloo
- Define electrical and pneumatic feedthroughs from PFIS to etalons
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